
Novi OneCloud can operate as a standalone service or can be 

integrated with existing on-premise infrastructure. Organisations 

already utilising certain cloud applications, such as Microsoft O�ce 

365 for email, can customise what features are implemented to 

ensure the solution best �ts their exact needs.

OneCloud
Enabling faster business growth
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Microsoft, AWS, 
Citrix and other 
trusted cloud
technologies
delivered as
a single managed 
service.
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Securely share documents and files and
seamlessly access cloud applications
across devices

Company devices
(Access to Office 365 email and secure file share environment)

Identity
Management

Novi OneCloud is an integrated cloud service 

which allows customers to aggregate multiple 

cloud solutions from the world’s leading 

vendors in a secure environment designed to 

facilitate streamlined deployment, 

management, access, reporting and billing.

Novi OneCloud is suitable for companies with 

as few as �ve and up to thousands of 

employees. With OneCloud employees can 

securely access information from anywhere, 

without the need for physical servers or VPNs. 

Security is an integral feature of OneCloud and 

all data is encrypted, stored in an EU / Irish 

Data centre and protected by two factor 

authentication methods.

Operate, Collaborate and Innovate

Elevate your business with Novi OneCloud. An agile and �exible 

cloud platform that delivers:

� Enhanced customer experience

� Engaged and productive sta�

� Streamlined, more e�cient operations

� Faster process �ow with reduced duplication of e�ort

� Centralised security management

� Reduced IT Spend

A versatile ‘Work from Anywhere’ solution that increases productivity 

and promotes business growth. 

Enable the Modern Office 

Move away from outdated architecture and siloed IT systems to an 

integrated, reliable cloud-based environment.

� Secure and fast remote access for sta� on the go 

� File Sharing without the need for a traditional �le server

� Fully encrypted data 

� Multiple device management

� Inbuilt enterprise grade security 

Empower employees with the best tools to complete 

their work onsite and o�.

Make collaboration, �le sharing and communication 

seamless and secure.

Enable your business to run faster and more e�ciently.  

Customised and Managed

A single managed service providing your business with maximum 

�exibility and value for money.

� Bespoke cloud platform 

� Adaptable for 5 to 5000 users

� Proactively maintained 

� Simpli�ed IT landscape 

� Robust and reliable

Agility and Innovation

Novi OneCloud is a truly scalable and �exible solution for running 

your entire operations in the cloud and driving your business 

forward. Built using the best features from leading cloud providers 

such as Microsoft, Citrix and Amazon. 

One supplier relationship for one integrated, agile, 

complete cloud solution.
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